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1.  Bilateral monopoly situation is 

                             
a. When there are only two sellers of a product 

  जब                                      
b. When there are only two buyers of a product 

  जब                                      
c. When there is only one buyer and one seller of a product 

   जब                              औ                    
d. When there are two buyers and two sellers of a product 

   जब                         औ                    
2. Lorenz curve shows 

    ज              
a. Inflation/          

b. Unemployment/ब   ज     
c. Income/आ  

d. Income distribution/आ        
 
3. The Preventive Detention Act curtailed 

                               
a. Right to Freedom/                  

b. Right to Equality/                  

c. Right to Property/                  

d. Education Right/                

 
4. Ornithophily is effected by 

                              
a. Snails/     
b. Bats/       

c. Insects/     
d. Birds/    
5. To which ganarajya Gautam Buddha belonged? 

     ज      ब                ? 

a. Shibi/   ब 

b. Shakya/     

c. Saurasena/       

d. Shabara/  ब  
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6. Which of the following is not an lgneous Rock? 

                                     ? 

a. Dolomite/         

b. Granite/          
c. Basalt/ब        

d. Gabbro/           
 
7. Which of the following vitamins help in the absorption of calcium? 

                                                               ? 

a. Vitamin A/           

b. Vitamin D/           
c. Vitamin B/        ब  
d. Vitamin C/           
 
8. Pneumonia is a bacterial disease caused by the type of bacteria called  

            ज            ,  ज   ब                     ज       
a. Bacilli/ब      
b. Cocci/      
c. Sprilli/      

d. Vibrio/          
 
9. Ideas of welfare state are contained in 

                                 
a. Fundamental Rights/              

b. Directive Principles of State Policy/                           

c. Preamble of the Constitution/                   
d. Part III/    III 

 
10. "Abhinav Bharat" was founded in 1904 as a secret society of revolutionaries by: 

"          "           1904                              ज                  : 
a. Damodar Chapekar/                

b. V. D. Savarkar/  .   .           

c. Praffula Chaki/           
d. Khudiram Bose/        ब   
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11. Science dealing with study of soil is called 

                   ब                  ज       
a. Pedology/          

b. Pedagogy/            

c. Ecology/           
d. Pomology/               

 
12. With which sport is P.V. Sindhu associated? 

                 .  .          ज   ? 

a. Shooting/       

b. Boxing/     ब    
c. Swimming/       
d. Badminton/ब        

 
13. In hydel power station, the motion produced in turbines is due to: 

                   ,  ब                                        : 
a. Flow of water/        ब    

b. burning of coal/       ज     
c. burning of steam/        ज    
d. production of steam/              

 
14. Which of the following gases is known as "Laughing Gas" 

                          "          "          ज    ज       
a. Nitrous oxide/             

b. Nitrogen peroxide/     ज            

c. Nitrogen/     ज  

d.  Nitric oxide/               

 
15. The 'solid waste' is also known as 

'          '             ज    ज       
a. Sedge/  ज 

b. Toxic waste/             

c. Sludge/  ज 

d. Scrubber/  ब  
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16. If waste materials contaminate the source of drinking water, which of the following diseases will 
spread? 

                                                     ,                      ब          ज    ? 

a. Scurvy/      
b. Typhoid/ आ        

c. Malaria/         
d. Anaemia/            
 
17. Kalamkari painting refers to 

                            
a.  A hand painted cotton textile in South-India 

          -                  ब     आ           
b. A handmade drawing on bamboo handicrafts in North-East India 

                  ब                                  

c. A block painted woollen cloth in Wester Himalayan region of India 

                                                                    
d. A hand painted decorative silk cloth in North-Western India 

        -                                            
 
18. Which of the following areas make the largest contribution to national income in India? 

                                          आ      ब   ब                 ? 

a. Industry/      

b. Services/       
c. Agriculture/     

d. Mining/   ज 

 
19. Chachnama records the history of which conquest? 

            ज             ज         ? 

a. Kushanas/      

b. Hunas/     
c. Arabs/  ब  
d. Greeks/         
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20. The deepest trench of the Indian Ocean is 

                 ब               
a. Java trench/ज             

b. Aleutian trench/               

c. Atacama trench/              

d. Tizard trench/           

 
Current Affairs Questions  
1. Who has become the third Indian to take hat-trick in Test cricket?  

                                               ब       ? 

 

2. Who has become the fastest Indian keeper to claim 50 Test dismissals?  

 ब     ज 50             आ                                                ब     ? 

 
3. PM Modi will be honoured by Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation for which initiatives?  

              ब  औ                                                          ज    ? 

 
4. India has proposed to undertake deep ocean mining for which project? 

                   ज                                                ? 

 
5. Which nation will soon launch a special police unit to patrol isles in East China Sea? 

            ज                                                                             ? 

  
6. Which country signed an agreement with Reliance Power of India to set up gas-based plant in 

Meghnahat? 

              आ                                                                                            
   ? 

 
7. Which Indian cricketer has announced her retirement from T20 Internationals? 

                        20                                         ? 

 
8. How many Apache AH-64E combat helicopters were inducted into the Indian Air Force on 

September 3? 

3     ब                                         -64                               ? 

 
9. The Indian Army’s first batch of women soldiers will comprise how many recruits? 

                                      ब                        ? 

10. Which country recently established a space command SpaceCom dedicated to space war? 

                                                           SpaceCom             ? 

 
11. Which of the following countries is hosting the fifth meeting of the Eastern Economic Forum? 

                                आ                    ब         जब             ? 

12. Exercise Yudh Abhyas 2019 began recently between India and which country? 

               औ             ब              2019       आ 
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